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THE NACA HIGH-SPEED MOTION-PICTURE CAMERA

OPTICAL COMPENSATION AT 40,000 PHOTOGRAPHS PER SECOND

By CEAECY D. MILLEE

SUMMARY

Zte principle of operation of tb AT.4G!Ahigh-speed camera- i~
completely explained. This camera, operating at the rate of
J$0,000 photographs per wend, took the photographs presented
in numerous NACA reports concerning combwti”on, preignitim,
and knock in h ~park-ignition engine.

Many design details are presented and disewsed, but details of
an entirely conr+mtional nature are omitted. The inherent
aberrations of the camera are dimmed and partly ewhmtea’.
The focal-plane-shutter e~ect of the cumera is t?xplained.
Photograph oj the camera are presented. 8ome high-speed
motwn pictures of familiar objeds-photo$ash bulbj$recrackwsl
camera shutter-are reproduced as an illustration of the quality
oj the photographs taken by the camera.

INTRODUCTION

The ISACA high-speed motion-picture camera was in-
vented in February 1936 at the hmgley Field laboratory
because of a demonstrated need for a faster camera than
was commercially available for use in the study of spark-
ignition engine knock A detailed clwig-n of the camera was
prepared during 1936 and 1937. The first working camera
was constructed at the Norfolk hTavy Yard during 1938,
and this camera operated succ.es.sfully at the first test on
December 16, 1938, at Langley Field. Additional cameras
ha-ve since been constructed according to the same design.
Since the fist test, the camera has been used by the NACA
in the study of combustion and knock in the cylinders of
internal-combustion engines, both with spark ignition and
compression ignition. During thk 6-year period, the cwnera
has gi-ren dependable trouble-free service. Some of the
photographs taken with the camera during this period have
been published in references 1 to 6, and others are not yet
published. The high-speed photographs presented in two
technical films (references 7 and 8) were also taken with
tbie camera.

The camera has been operated at rates up to 40,000
photographs per second. The camera is probably capable
of operating safely at 80,000 photographs per second with
onIy slight modification. Inasmuch as the advantages to be
obtained from higher speeds increase only apprc.xirnately
as the logarithm of the speed, it has not appeared worth
while to modify the camera for operation at 80,000 photo-
graphs per second.

The camera is of the opticakompensator type, in which

the photosensitive ti is moved at a constant speed am-l the
successive photographic images are caused to move in the same
direction and at the same speed as the film by optical means.
When picture-taking rates become so high that it is not prac-
ticable to stop the film during the exposure of each photo-
graph, as with the standard type of motion-picture camera,
it becomes necessary either to use optical compensation to
hold the photographic imagw stationmy relative to the
moving film or to expose each photograph by a ~oht flash
of such short duration the film does not have time to move
appreciably during the exposure.

A very considerable number of optical-compensating de-
-rices are lmown and several of them have been more or 1-
successfully used. The bibliographies presented in references
9, 10, and 11 include literature describing many of tbe known
devices.

In any camera designed to take photographs at very high
rates, compromises must be made between various desirable
but cofiicting characteristics. The priuciple involved in
the NACA high-speed motion-picture camera has been found
ta aIIow an exceptionally satisfactory compromise between
the following characteristics:

High optical speed
High meebanical speed
Good definition
Freedom from distortion
Freedom from bhwring due to motion of image with

respect to Jllm
Adaptability to various types of photography and

various types of subject matter
Large number of pic.tur- that can be exposed in one

sequence
Single point of view for all photographs of a sequence
Possibility of projecting photographs as exposed without

reprinting
Simplicity and ruggedness of construction
Economy of construction
Economy in the use of photographic ilhn

The rugged construction and the remarkable simplicity
of the camera assure years of trouble-free operation. In-
asmuch as the camera has only one moving part, a rotating
drum, there is no possibility of wear except in the easily
replaceable ball bearings that support the rotating drum.
Barring accident, the useful life of the mmera is therefore
indefinitely long.
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The present paper completely explains the principle of
operation of the camera and design details that are of specifil
interest but does not include design details that are of a
conventional nature. time. miscellaneous examples of
photographs taken with the camera are presented.

DESIGN DETAILS

OPTICALSYSTEM

Over-alI view of optical system,—The NACA high-speed
motion-picture camera operates on the optical-compensator
principle; the photosensitive film is kept continuously iu
motion and the photographic images are moved with the
iilrn by optical means in such a manner that each image re-
mains stationary relative to the film during the tinie of its.
exposure.

A cross section of the camera exposing the optical system
is shown in figure 1. The optica~ elements that impart mo-
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FIauIm 1.-Cross section of optical system of NACA Mgh-speedmot!on-picturecamera

tion to the photographic images are glass prisms, which will be
explained in detail later. These prisms, each constituting
essentially a pair of mirrors, are arranged in a continuous
row around the inner surface of a rotating drum as shown in
@ure 1, at a radius slightly less than 9 inches. The photo-
sensitive fll.m is carried on the inner surface of the same rotat-
ing drum, alongside the glass prisms. The flhn is at the
outermost edge of the drum, the prisms being placed farther
inward so that their centrifugal force wil.I impose a smaller
cantilever straw on the drum ledge. The drum with its
shaft, prisms, and photosensitive film constitutes the ordy
moving part of the camera.

‘I’he camera has three stationary Iensea, mounted on the
axes AA and BB, as shown in figure 1. The axes 14,4and BB
and the axis of rotation 00 of the drum axe all in a single

plane. Each of the glass prisms carried by the drum passes
across the intersection of rmes AA and BB as the drum rotdes
The axis i3B-passes through the photosensitive film on tho
side of the rotating drum opposite the point where thaL axis
passes through the. gIass prisms, that is, opposite the point. of
intersectio~ of mes AA and Bi3.

The objective lens forms a primary image of tlm object
that is to be photographed at the point of in terwction of a.xcs
AA and BB, Each of the gIass prisms, as it passes through
this point of intersection, reflects the light beam coming from
the objective lens. The reflected beam passes through the
first and second refocusing lenses, which form a scconrhwy
image on the photosensitive film every time a glass prism
crosses the in tersec.tion of axes AA and B-B.

Each of the glass prisms not only reflects the lighL bcnm
but imparts a translator moticm to it, and the tivo stationary
refocusing lenses shown in f3gure 1 modify the motion of the

I light beam in such a manner that the images formed on the
moving fdm are stationary relative to tlmt-fibn. Each glass
prism translates the reflected beam in a direction normal to
the axis of the beam without appreciwblc rotation of t.ho beam
about any axis. This ~ranslatory motion imparted to tho
reflected beam by the glass prism is in the sanm direction as
the motion of the prism itself and is twico as fast as the
motion of the prism. Because of the transitory motion
imparted to the reflected beam, if the primary image formed
by the objective lens is observed by the ligh~ of the rcflcctcd
betim that image wdl hare the appearance 0[ moving in t.ho
same direction as the prism and twice as fast. Inasmuch
as the two refocusing len.sm and the photosensitive film
‘{see” the primary image by the light of the reflected beam,
they wiil treat the prim-m-y image in all respccls as if it
actually were moving in the same direction as the glass prism
and twice as fast, as the glass prism. The secondary image,
formed on the photosensitive film by the rdocusing lenses,
is inverted with respect to the primary image as seen by the
light of me reflected beam, inasmuch as no image is formed
between the two refocusing lenses to cause a double inversion.
For this reason, the secondary image moves in the direction
opposite to the motion of the primmy imrigc as seen by the
light of the reflected Ixmrn, or in the same direction as the
photosensitive film on which the secondary imago is formed.

With the optical system treated for the present as if tho
emulsion on the photosensitive film and th c. intersection of
axis AA with axis BB were rquidistan t from the &sis of
rotation’ 00 of the chum, the focal lengths of the Lwo rc-
fwueing lenses are so chosen and their positions aIong !hc.
axis BB ire so adjusted t.ha~ the secondary imago faIIing on
the photosensitive tim is haIf m large, in any Iincar dimm-
sion, as the primary image formed by the obj ec tivc lens.
The secondary image, be~g half as Iarge as tho primary
image, move5 half as fast as the primary image. If the
speed of the photosensitive film is clesignated q tlwu the
speed of the glass prisms is also o; the speed of the primary
image as viewed by the light of the reflected beam is 20; and
the speed of the secondary image is jfx20=zJ or the same as
the speed of the photosensitive Nm.
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Because of drum-stres considerations, the glass prisms
were placed sHght.ly closer to the axis of rotation 00 than
was the supporting ledge for the photosensitive film. For
this reason, in order to make tbe speed of the secondary
image equal to the speed of the emulsion on the photosensi-
tive film, it was necessary that the size of the secondary
image be made very slightly greater than half the size of the
primary image. By a careful trial-and-error adjustment of
the positions of the two refocusing lenses aIong the axis BB,
it has been possible to make the speed of the secondary im~ue
very closely the same as the speed of the photosensitive
emulsion so that the secondary image remains stationary
with respect to the emulsion throughout the time of exposure.

In any case where the object being photographed is moving
steadily in a single direction, the secondq image of the
moving object can be made stationary with respect to the
photosensitive film. In such a case the camera is so oriented
that the motion of the object, as seen in the primary image
formed by the objective lens, is in the same direction as the
motion of the glass prisms. By an appropriate readjustment
of the positions of the &t end second refocusing lenses, the
secondary image of the moving object can be made stationary
with respect to the moving flhn. IIWh the refocusing lenses
adjusted in this manner, any stationary object would appear
somewhat bhmred in the phot ographe produced on the photo-
sensitive &; only the steadily moving object vrould appear

sharply defined.
Physical form and manner of mounting of the optical-

compensating elements.-One of the glass prisms that
reflect and impart motion to the light beam in the camera is
shown in three views in tlgure 2. Use of an optlical-compen-
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FIGWE 2.

sating element, of this type, but in a different manner, was
proposed in 1898 by Mort.iw (reference 12) and the ekment
has been used in other designs since that time (references 13
to 16). Faces D, G, and H of the prism are optically polished
and faces G and H are coated with an ahuninum ti for
back-surface reflection. Faces E and F and the prism ends
J and K are rough-ground. The manner of mounting the
glasa prisms in the rotating drum is made clear in figures 3
and 4.

Figure 3 is an enlarged sketch of section C-C from figure
1, with an auxiliary view of a portion of the drum, the rmxili-
ary view having the conventional relationship to the sketch

of section C-C. Both the section C–C and the auxiliary
view are drawn with only one glass prism installed. Figure 4
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is an enlarged sketch of section L–L from figure 3, showing
the V-notched prism+upporting land with two of the glass
prisms in place.

The details of the seats for the glass prisms (figs. 3 an-d 4)
can probably best be explained in terms of machining opera-
tions. In the turning of the drum a land, a little mole than
% inch wide, was provided around the inner surface of the
drum in order that the prism seats -ivould not have to be
cut into the body of the drum, weakening it in the canti-
lever sense. The three circumferential grooves indicated @
figure 3 were then turned by cutting into the jf-inch-wide
land. After these three grooves were turned, all that re-
mained of the &inch-wide land were the two circumferential
abutments and the two prism-supporting lands indicated in
figure 3. The neM, and final, machining operation was the
milling of V-shaped notches in each of the two prism-
supporting lands, as shown in figure 4.

-----------V-notch in priam -11
K Prisms. .,’: Supporfin g land. .

SeC t~on L-l-, fig. 3

FIQUBE4.

After the machining operations were completed and the
drum was balanced and mounted, the ghss prisms were
inserted in the V-shaped notches in the prism-supporting
lands in the manner shown in figures 3 and 4. Each prism
was placed with one end in contact with the circumferential
abutment nearer the ti ledge in order to oppose the com-
ponen t of centrifugal force tending to cause the prisms to -
slide lemgt.hwise in their supports.
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The two prism-supporting lands were so positioned that
the maximum bending stress in the glass prisms at the two
points of support would be equal to the maximum bending
stress in the prisms at a point halfway between the two
points of support. This arrangement produced the lowest
maximum stress possible with two points of support.

In one mounting of the prisms in the drum, each prism
was simply laid in position in the V-notches and kept there
by the compression of a very smalI neoprene disk. The
neoprene disk was cement ecl to one end .of .thc prism and was
compressed between” the prism end and the cn-cumf erential
abutment farther from the film ledge. In another mounting
the neoprene disk was elim.hmtod and each prism was
cemented in its V-notch.

Some optical features of the compensating element,—
A prism of the type shown in figure 2 has a number of well-
lmowo characteristics that must be borne in mind in any
study of the optical system of the camera. The most
important of these characteristics is the one illustrated in
figure 5. In this figure a prism, without the faces E and F
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that were included in figure 2, is shown in two positions: the
first position represented by the full lines, with prism faces
designated D, G, and H; and the second position represented
by tho dashed lines, with prism facm designated D’, G’, and
H‘. A stationary entering ray of light is shown in.-th~ same
position for both prism positions. With the first prism
position, the entering ray is reflected first from prism face
G, then from prism face H, thence out of the prism. With
the prism in the second position, the entering ray of light
first strikes prism face H‘, then face G’, and thence out of the
prism. As can easily be shown by simple geometric prin-
ciples, the separation between the emerging rays for tlm two
prism positions is always equal to 2X where the separation
betweeu the two prism positions is z. It is therefore appa.rent
that the emerging ray receives a translatory motion in the
same direction as the prism motion and at twice the speed of
the prism. lL is tbk eflec~ that imparts a translator motion
to the primary image in the camera as seen by the light of
the reflected beam.

In figure 5, the ray of light is shown following two clifferent
courses through the prism: In the first course the ray strikes

face G before it strikes face H; in the second course., face H
before face G. The reversal of the course occurs aL the
instant the intersection of faces G and H c.roems the entering
ray. There is no break in the velocity of translation of the
emerging ray at the instant this reversal of t.ho course occurs.

Figure 6 illu~trates th~” formation of a double irnago rc-
suking from the inevitable inaccuracy in the 90° cHhcdral
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angle of the glass prism. & obj cctive lens is shown tha~ is
assumed” to be focusing a ,primary image of an arrow, the
primary image not occurring, however, within tho glass
prism but in the reflected beam at a distanco 1 from the
prism, Only one ray of light is shown passing from the
point of the arrow through the objective lens and into h?
glass prism. The prism is shown with an angle of 90° + 8
between faces G and H, attainment of a perfect 90° angle
being a practical impossibility. The position of face H for.
an accurate 90° angle is shown by the dashed line H,. Two
emerging rays are shown. The upper emerging ray is bnscci
on the assumption that the entering ray first struck face H
at am infinitesimal distance below the intersection of faces
G and H, and then struck fnce G and was refkted out of
the prism. The lower emerging ray is based on the assump-
tion that the ray folIowed the opposite course through tho
prism, first striking face G at an in finitwimal distance above
the intersection of faces G and H. As cm readily bc SI1OWU,
the two emerging rays diverge by an angle of 46 and two
images of the arrow will therefore be found with a scl~~ration
between them equal ta 4L$. This treatment has ignored tho
refractive effect of face D of the prism. In caws whero 1 is
~arge compared with the prism depth d, as shown in figuro
6, taking the refractive effect into acc.oun 1 increases thu
separation between the two images from 416 to approximahly
4nL3 for smaIl vaks of 6, n being the index of refraction.
The separation 4rdd occurs also if the primary imago is
focused in the entering beam before the hght rcachcs the
intersection of faces G and H. Because of the separation of
the images formed by light following the two different courseg
through the prism, 41~ must bc maclo as small as possible
by making 1 as small as possible; that is, by focusing the
primary image as nearly as possible at the line of. intwscction
of faces G and H of the prism.
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The characteristic of the opt icaI-compensating element
illustrated in figure 7 makes clear why the incident and
reflected beams in the camera had to lie in a plane normal
to the clirection of motion of the, prisms rather than in a
plane containing the line of .mot.ion of the prisms. In this
figure an entering ray is shown making an angle with a
normal to the face D. The emerging ray can easily be
shown to be paraUel to the entering ray. With a 90° angle
between prism faces G and H, it is not possible to form an
angle between the entering and emerging rays if the two
rays form a phne containing the line of motion of the prism,
that. is, the plane of the paper in figure 7..
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FIGURE7.

The entering and emerging rays are, of course, displaced
from each other lateraUy. In a practichl case this lateral
displacement could be used to separate the incident and
reflected bemns, that is, to cause the reflected beam to pass
through the refocusing lenses rather than to go back into
the objective lens, only if the prism were very large relative
to the Iens dimensions. The large size of the prism -would
reduce the picture-taking rate to a small fraction of that
actually obtained.

In figure 8 appears a tvio-view sketch of the reflection of a
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light ray entering the prism at a considerable angle to a plans
that is normal to the line of intersection of prism faces G
and H. Although in the lower view of figure 8 the entering
and emerging rays are only laterally displaced from each
other, in the upper view they make an angle with each other. .
In the upper view the angle of incidence is equal_ to the. ___
angle of reflection as measured from the plane normal to the
intersection of prism faces G and H. It is this angular dis-
placement that is used to separate tb e incident from the
reflected beam in the camera.

Figure 9 illust,rat es the need for the two rough-ground rind
black-painted prism faces E and F. As objective lenses of
Isrgo aperture are sometimes used in the camera, some light
rays make a rather considerable angle with the normal to
the prism face D. TYithout the side faces E and F some of
these oblique rays may, as shown in the upper view of
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figure 9, reflect from face G to face D to face H and thence
out of the prism to the wrong place on the photosensitive
film. With the type of prism actually used in the camera,
as show-n in the lower view of figure 9, such an oblique ray
reflects from face G to face D to face F and is there absorbed.
The side faces E and F also have the effect of materially
thickening the prism and thereby increasing its resist ante
to bending stress caused by centrifugal force.
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Figure 10 illustrates the nearly nil effect of rotating the
prism about the line of intersection of faces G and H.
Whether the prism is in the full-line position with faces D,
G, and H, or in the dashed-line position with faces D’,G ‘,
and H‘, the emerging ray cum.es out of the prism along the
same line, if the refracting effect of face D is neglected,
The refracting effect of face D actually imparts a slight
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FIGURE 10

motion to the primary image as seen by the reflected beam,
as the prism rotates, in the same manner as with the rotating
prism of the camera described in reference 17. This motion
only alters slightly the reduction ratio required between the
primary and secondary images in the camera. The motion
is not quite lin ear with the angulm displacement t of the prism,
but the total angle throughout whkh the prism rotates
during the exposure of the photograph is so small that the
departure from linearity is an unimportant effect.

A rotational characteristic of the glass prism that, must be
considered in a study of the optical system of the camera is
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i.1.hstrated in figure 11. This figure. shows tho prism in two
positions rotated from each other through an angle. of 90°
about the axis MM. A hypothetical image is showm as
seen in the beam entering the prism and in tb.e beam lcaving
the prism, for both the fit and second prism positions.
Although Jhe image as seen in tie entming beam is .tlm sarnc
for both prism positions, $he image as seen in the emrrging
beam is rotated through 180° by tho 00° rotation of llm
prism. ilust as t.ranelatory motion of tho prism in the proper
direction imparts trandatory motion to the rcfhx%cd l.mm
in the same direction and at twice the speed, rolat.ion of the
prism about the axis M M imparts rotation to tlw rcff ccted
beam in the satie directicm and with twice the angular
velocity. This effect must be considered in a shdy of tho
optical system of the cnmera because there is a small com-
ponent oflxotation of the prism about tbc axis M M during
the exposure of the photograph.

A final characteristic of the glass prism that is necessary to
a complete understanding of the camera is its efkL of inverL
ing the refjected beam of light, The beam is .invcrhxl uhout
a neutral plane containing the asie M M and the 90° ]misrn-
face intersection, as shown in the upper view of figure 11. It
is fundamen tally this property of inversion of the rcfh?.ctml
beam about a neutral plane, the neutral plane moving with
the prism at the same speed as the prism, that causes the
reflected beam to receive a motion of translat.iou in the same
direction and at twice the speed of the prism. Any optical
elemenb that-either reflects or transmits a lxmm of light, and
at the same time inverts that beam about a ne.utmd plane
fixed with respect to the optical element itself, wilI have th
same eflect of imparting translator motion to the rctlwhxl
or transmitted beti. An example of a transmitting elwnm t
that. produces this effect is shown in figure 12.
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It should be understood that the beam-inverting effect of
the prism used in the camera is not the same as the right-[o-
left inversion commonly though t to txist with ordinary plane
mirrors. With normal incidence the ordinary plane mirror
does not actually invert the light Learn either from right to
left or from top to bottom, What it actually does is only t.o
reverse the direction of the beam, or to invert tile beam from
front to back. The. neutral plane of the inversion is the
plane of the mirror surface itself. In a camera with a single
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plane mirror interposed between the lens and the film, inas-
much as oily one inversion of the beam occurs, from front to
back with normal incidence, a mirror image is produced on
the film if tha image is viewed in the con.ventiomd manner
from the back side of the film. With the camera here under
discussion, however, there are always two reflections and two
inversions. The reflected beam is not only inverted from
front to back but also from top to bottom. The image pro-
duced on the film is consequently a true image of the object
as in a conventional camera, not a mirror image.

Lenses used in the camera,—Many difTerent lenees have
been used in the camera as objectives. Once the two re-
focus”~ lenses are properly adjusted, the objective lens may
be changed at will without any need of altering the adjust-
ment of the refocusing lenses. It is only necessary that the
objective lens be adjusted to form a primary image at the
intersection of ~es AA and BB. (See & I.)

The design of the camera places a limitation on the back
focus of the objective lens, in that the objective lens must not
physically interfere too much with the light beams reflected
from the moving prisms. The design also places a limitation
on the usable relative aperture of the objective lens. This
limitation on relative. aperture is twofold: first, the physical
limitation due to selection of the smdkat feasible angle, about
27°, between axes AA and E?B;second, the limited capacity of
the apertures of the refocusing lenses to transmit the light
from a largc+aperture objective.

The lower limit of back focus is about 1 inch, with a relative
aperture of f/3. A lens meeting these specifications would
require a special mounting such that almost the entire diam-
eter of lens and mount would be useful aperture. The objec-
tive lens actually used for all the schlieren photographs of
combustion and knock present ed in references 1 to 6 was a
plain cemented doublet with a back focus of 2% inches and a
relative aperture of about f/5. The high-speed motion pic-
tures that will be presented in this report were tdcen with a
more highly correct ed photographic objective having a focaI
length of 5 inches and a relative aperture of f/3.

No wry definite formula can be set for selection of the
two refocusing lenses, which must be weU-corrected photo-
graphic lenses with undistorted fields. If onIy one refocusing
lene had been used, inskad of two, its aperture would have
had to be very much larger than the apertures of the two
refocusing lenses that were actually used, in order to transmit
all the light received via the moving prisms from the objective
lens. The larger diameter for the single lens would have
been undesirable for two reasons: fit, because such large
lenses are much more dficult to obtain commercially than
the smalIer lenses; second, because the larger diameter would
have required a wider rotating drum, creating greater canti-
lever stresses

A further advantage of using two refocusing lenses is that
commercially available lenses may be used with approxim-
ately the conjugate foci for which they were designed, that
is, irdlnity and the principal focus. A lens was chosen as the
fist refocusing lens hav~m a focal length approximately
twice that of the second refocusing lens. (See fig. 1.) With
this combination of focal lengths, the necessary ratio of 2

between the size of the primary image and that of the second-
ary image was obt ined approximately with the primary

Jimage at the princi al focus of the fit refocusing lens and
the secondarg image at the principal focus of the secorid
refocusing lens. The fit refocusing lens, consequently,
forms a virtual image at in.tinity, and the second refocusing
lens uses this virtual image at i.nfiity as its object. The first
refocusing lens is used backward in the sense that the light
pass= through it in the opposite direction to the conventional.”
It is used in the correct manner, however, inasmuch as the
near focus is on the correct side of the lens.

After a decision was made that two refocusing lenses should
be used, the first having approximately twice the focal
length of the second, an infinite number of combinations of
focal lengths still remained. In the selection of a corpbin8___
tion from the infinite number of possible combinations, a
number of factors had to be taken into account. First cal- .
culations were made on the basis of the apertures required
to transmit all light from the 6-inch-focal-length, f/3 objec-
tive. It was found that with short focal lengths oTIIie- -““
refocusing lenses, the aperture of the second refocusing lens
had to be unreasonably large and that with long focal
lengths the aperture of the first refocusing lens had to be
large. The greater commercial availability of short-focal-
Iength lenees with small f-numbers than of long-focal-length” -‘-
lenses with small f-numbers had to be considered. The
relative qualities of detit.ion of the available leneea of
different f-numbers were important.

In the earliet operation of the camera a first refocusing
lens of 7-inch focal length and f/3 relative aperture was used;
the second refocusing lens was of 3j&inch focal length and
f/1.5 relative aperture. This combination, according to
calculations, would transmit all the light that passed through”
the 5-in&, f/3 objective lens except the unavoidable losses
from absorption and reflection at glass-air surfaces. These
knees did not prove to have good enough defidion and, in-
asmuch as the available light proved to be more than ample,
a decision was made to sacrifice aperture in favor of de f3.ni-
tion. A 7-tich-focal-length and a 3%noh-focal-length
Bausch and Immb Cinephor lens, each of about f/2.9 relatire
aperture, were obtained and these lenses have been used as
first and second refocusing lenses throughout the past 5
years. The light hnsmise ion has been adequate for the ‘
taking of the scldieren photograpb9 presented in references
1 to 6, with 100- to 500-wat.t incandescent projection lamps.
The definition has been quite adequate for the scienti.tic
purposes for which the camera was intended and has been
used.

Photosensitive iUm,-The camera WRS deeigned to use
standard single-width 8-millimeter motion-picture flm, per-
forated on one side only. The film is placed around the
inside of the rotating drum by hand, through a 4-inch-
diameter hand hole in the camera casing. The film is held
about the inner edge of the drum by aluminum-alloy pega
pressed into holee in the inner surface of the drum, one peg
for every 12 perforations in the film, 31 pegs in all. When
the film is mounted in the drum, it usually tends to loop
away from the drum between some of the pegs, the amount
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of looping depending on the humidity. When the drum is
rotated at the operating speed of 6500 rpm, however,
centrifugal force seems to be adequate to. eliminate the loops.
The film is mounted with about l-inch overlap and care is
taken that the trailing end of the film laps over the leading
end rather than vice versa. The backing of the trailing end
is moistened LOcement tlm ends together temporarily,

No attempt has been made at any time to obtain special
films for the camera, as the fastw commercially available
panchromatic fihns have proved adequate,

Aberrations and defects of the optical system,—In aU
known optical-compensator cameras, designed to operato at
speeds comparable with that of the camera being described
here, some mcriflces of image quality in favor of speed have
been necessary. The aberrations of the NACA high-speed
camera will be listed here but onIy partly evaluated. The
definition of the photographs htis been adequate for the scien-
tific purposes for which the camera was intended in spite of
all the aberrations. The quality of the definition may be
judged visually by observation of the photographs of refer-
ences 1 to 6 or of the photographs presented in this report.
Considerable clarity is, of course, unavoidably lost in the
printed reproduc.tiona.

The al.mrrations and defects of the optical system of the
camera are as follows:

1. With three lenses used in series, the inherent defects are
almost entirely additive. If specially designed lenses were
used, it might be possible to use elements of one of the
refocusing lenses to compensate distortions of the other re-
focusing lens, with a consequent reduction in the total num-
ber of lens elements in the camera and an improvement over
its present condition. The series of three lenses, however,
could never bo made as good as a single lens. 11’ith the three
commercial lenses actually used in the camera, the diametem
of the circles of confusion of the three lenses can probably
be added together to find the circh of confusion of the com-
bination, the diameter of the circle of confusion being ex-
pressed in each case as a fraction of the image width.

2. The two refocusing lenses, and to a lesser degree the
objective lens, are of longer focal length than would be used
in a conventional 8-millimeter camera. The longer focal-
length lenses, in general, have larger circle9 of confusion than
lenses of the samo relative aperture and shorter focal kmgth.

3. by curvilinear distortion introduced by the two
refocusing lenses, unless tlm distortions are mutually com-
pensating, will not merely produce curvilinear distortion in
the photographic image but will cause a bhmring of the
photographic image. The blurring is caused by the fact
that both primary rmd secondary image move across the
fields of the first and second refocusing lenses, respectively,
during exposure.

4. The glass prisms and also the photosensitive film are not
actually moved in a straight line across the light beam but
on the arc of a circle. This defect could be largely corrected
by the designing of special curved-field Iensw for use as
refocusing lense9. This defect adds about 0.0007 inch to
the circlo of confusion in the final image or about 0.5 percent
of the height of a frame on the 8-millimeter film.

5. iti explained, the primnry image must l.)c formed at [ho
intersection of faces G and H of the glass prism in order to
avoid doubling of imagw due to inaccuracy of the 90° prism
angle. (See fig. 6.) However, inasmuch as the axis of tho
objective lens AA (fig. 1) cannot be made perpendicular Lo

the intersect ion of prism faces G and H, it is not possildo
for RI1parts of the primary image to focus at the interaction
of prism faces G and H. The 90° angle of the prisms used
in the camera was held within a tolerance .of +15’. Tho
angle between tbe lens axis AA and the prism-face in twscc tion
is about 76j4°. With the primary-image width of 0.4 inch,
the maximum doubling of the image amounts to 0.0007 inch
in the primaly image and 0.00035 inch in the secondary
image or about 0.23 percent of the height of the frame.

6. The glass prisms arc set in the rotating drum at an angh
of 15° mith the axis of rotation of the drum. This angularity
of the prism setting introduces a compcmeut of mtat.ion of
the prism about the axis M M (fig. 11), which causes Lho image
to rotate on the film during exposure. Expressed in another
but less adequate manner, this aberration is caused by the
fact that parts of the prism, being at a greater dista.ncc from
the axis of rotation, are moving fastw thtin other ptnts nncl
w-W therefore. impart a faster motion to thu rcfhxtcd light
beam. The maximum effect of this aberration is about
0,0016 inch in the primary image and about 0.000S hwh in
the secondary image, or about 0.5 percent of the frame height.

7. Some light is reflected from both sides of face D of the
glass prisms. (See fig. 2.) No translator motion is im-
parted to this light and it therefore forms a blurred stat ioumy
image on the pho tosensit.ivo Qrn. This stationary imngo
produces smeared strealm on the film if the lighL intensity is
so gpeat as b overexpose the optically compcnsat cd inmgc.
In all cases where the opticaIIy cornpmsatwl image was nob
overexposed, tb e smear caused by the reficc lion from prism
face D has not been noticeable. This defect could bc largely
overcome by applying antireflection coatings to the prism
faces D, but the defect has not been sufficiently trouldcsomo
to justify this measure.

8. The photosensitive fihn makes an angle of about 2°
with the axis i3B at the point where this axis prtsscs through
the fi. This angle causw a difficulty in focusing the scc-
ondaly inmge sharply over its entire area. This difEculty
has been almost entirely overcome by mounting the second
refocusing lens with its optical axis at an angle of about 2°
with the axis BB (not as shown in fig, 1) so that the optical
axis of this lens is perpendic.ulm to the surface of tho film.
The means of adjustiug the position of tho second refocusing
lens along the a.xie B-B is such that the intmscction of the lens
axis with the axis BB is always at a point halfway bctwccn tho
nodal points of the lens. The nodal points in the knees
used are very close together.

9. The exposure time for any point within the photog-
raphic im~ge is equal to the reciprocal of the picture-taking
frequency; that is, when the exposure of a point is completed
in one frame, the point immediately begins to be oxposccl in
the next succeeding frame, It has been pointtd out reprat-
edhy (references 11 and 18) that for scientific purposes the
exposure time should be only a small part of the total time
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between successive frames. The exposure time for any
point within the image could have been reduced in this
camera by reducing the size of the cross section of the
prisms and mounting the prisms in the drum with blmkened
spaces between them. &y great reduction in crow section,
however, would seriously weaken the prisms and would make
them very cliflicult to manufacture. The only feasible -way
to reduce the ratio of esposure time to the total time between
successive frames would therefore be to reduce the picture-
taking rate of the camera without changing the prism de-
sign; that is, simply to remove alt errmte prisms from the
camera drum, or to remove two prisms out of every three,
and so on. The fact that the long relative exposure time
has not been fatal to the successful scientific use of the
camera is evidenced by the work of reference 6. In this
reference, the type of bock commonly encountered in the
spark-igrition engine is shown to be a self-propagating
disturbance traveling at the speed of a detonation wave.
This fact could not have been shown from the photographs
if the picture-taking rate had been materially reduced in
order to reduce the ratio of exposure time to total time be-
tween frames.

10. The camera does not have a framing mechanism, that

is, a provision to prevent one photograph from covering such
a wide field of view that it overlaps the nest succeeding
photograph. The absence of a framing device is not a serious
disadvantage in a camera operating at 40,000 frames per
second because the objects outside the intended field of view
are rarely lighted intensely enough to photograph at this
speed. In the rare cases where necessary, an external frsm-
ing shield maybe erected between the camera and the object
to be photographed.

Fooal-plane-shutter effect.-The focaI-plane-shutter effect
of the camera might be listed as an aberration, but is of
great= importance than any of the other aberrations. It has
been necessary to use the conclusions developed herein con-
cerning the focal-plane-shutter effect in the determination of
lmock~etonat.ion-wave speeds in reference 6.

The conventional type of focal-plane shutter used in a
high-speed “still” camera consists of a sort of window
blind, which is rapidly rolled from one roller to another at
the time of snapping the photograph. The expanse of
window blind between the two rollers at each instant is
dight.ly larger than the area to be exposed on the film and is
in a plane almost in contact with the photosensitive emulsion
of the iilrn, between the film and the lens. The window
blind has a transverse alit, usually of adjustable width, which
moves rapidly across the fikn as the window blind passes
from one roller to the other. The moving narrow slit
aIlom light to pass through to the fihu and provides a very
shorh exposure time for each individutil point in the picture.
The shutter has the disadvantage, however, that di.tlerent
parts of the photograph are exposed at dfierent times.

The focal-plane shutter has two undesirable effects if
there are any motions in the objects being photographed,
provided that the motions as seen in the photographic
image are of a velocity comparable with the velocity of the
slit of the focal-plane shutter. The first of these fiecta is
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distortion of a moving object; the second is falsification of
the velocity of a moving object. Peculiarly, in spite of
these effects the focal-plane shutter does not distort the
recorded path of a moving point.

Each of the prisms in the ~TACA high-speed camera acts
as the moving slit of a focal-plane shutter as it moves across
the light beam approximately in the plane of the primmy
image formed by the objective lens. The focal-plane-shutter
effect of the prisms is illustrated in figure 13. In this figure
tiew 1 is an end view of some of the prisms, shown only for
the purpose of assisting the reader to orient views 2 and 3
of the @u.re. Views 2 and 3 are taken with the prism face
D (see fig. 2) in the plane of the paper and should be under-
stood to reprwent one and the same view of the same prisms
in the same position. The only difference between the two
views is that view 2 shows a st ationarg primary imaam 11
formed by the incident light on the prism from the objective
lens, whereas view 3 shows the three moving images 11, 12,
and 18, formed by prisms Pl, Pz, and Pz, respectively, as
seen by the light of the reflected beam.

With the fact in mind that each prism inverts that portion
of the light beam incident upon it about the prism centerline,
it will be understood that the image as seen by the light of the
reflected beam will be split into three parts as shown by the
black portions of the imag= in view 3. When each of these
three parts of the image is used as a basis for construction of
a complete dashed-line image, as has been done in view 3, the
restiting three images are contiguous. These resulting three
images have been designated images 11,12,and ISin the figure,
accordii to their formation by prisms PI, P2, and PS, respec-
tively. Inasmuch as each prkm transports its corresponding
image a distance equal to two prism widths when the prism
itself moves a dktsmce eqmd to one prism width, it is a
necessary condition that the prism width be exactly half the
image height if both successive prisms and successive moving
images are to be contiguous. If either the prisms are made
larger, or the images are made amalIer, the series of moving
images vviHhave blank spaces between them.

The actual veIocity of prism motion in views 1 and 2 has
been assumed upward. This actual prism velocity is indi-
cated, above view 2, as 17=. k vie-iv 3 the velocity 1’*of the
moving images is indicated to be in tie same direction as
and at twice the speed of the absolute velocity of the prisms.
The velocity V, of the prisms relative to the moving images
of view 3 is, as shown in figure 13, downward at half the
speed of the moving images. A Iitt,le study of figure 13
is suftlcient to show that as each prism movm upward
across the stationary image of view- 2 that same prism moves
relatively downward across its moving image in view 3,
making all parts of the moving image visible from top to
bottom, successively.

It is etident, in view 2 of figure 13, that the trailing edge
of prism PI coincides with the leading edge of prism PS and
that the trailing edge of prism P, coincides with the leading
edge of prism Pa. When the motion of the prisms relative
to the moving images is considered in view 3, however, it is
found that the trailing edge of prism P, is separated from the
leading edge of prism Pa and that the trailing edge of prism
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Pz is separated from the leading edge of prism Ps by a dis-
tance equal to two complete prism widths, or a distance
equaI to the height of one of the moving images For this
reason, when any point ceases to be exposed in one frame it
immediately begins to be exposed in the next succeeding
frame on the h. The conclusions reached from .a study
of figure 13 and used in reference 6 may be summarized as
follows:

1. Each moving prism produces one independent moving
image.

2. Each moving prism acts as a focal-plane-shutter slit
in the exposure of its image.

3. The focal-phme-shuttar SIit width has half the height of
the image if the moving images are contiguous.

4. The motion of the focal-plane-shutter slits relative to
the moving images is at half the speed and in the opposite
direction.

5. The direction of motion of the focal-plane-shutter slits
relative to the moving images is away from the previously
exposed frames toward the frames that are yet to be exposed.

& At any instant the trailing edge of the focal-plane-
shutter slit in one photographic image is in the same relative
position as the leading edge of the fg_@-plsme-shutter slit
in the next succeeding image.

ROTATINGDRUM DZSIGN

The rotating drum, as seen in crow section in figure 1,
consists essentially of a central tapered disk with two over-
hanging tapered ledges machined integral with the periphery
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of the disk. The outside diameter of the drum is 19X inches.
The tapered drum ledges were the rwmlt of au attwnpL LO
transmit a portion of the centrifugal force of the ch%m to iho
disk by means of cantilever loading. The purpose of the idlo
ledge, on the opposite side of the central disk from the optical
system, was to balance the cantilever bendiog moment of tltc
utilized ledge. In this manner, warping of tho central disk
is avoided, and such cantilever load as the ledges actually
transmit to the periphery of the disk is a purely radial load.

The overhang of the drum ledges is so great thrtt t.hc
advantage obtained by the elaborate design is slight-. The
attempt to utilize cantilever stre9s in the drum ledges ac:
compliehed an estimated 25-percent reduction in the maxi-
mum stress a9 compared with a drum of the same diamckr
in whi&” the centrifugal forca is carried Jy the tangential
stress of the drum alone. The bursting speed was iuc.rcascd
an estimated 15 percent by the utilization of tho cantilever
stress.

The method used for designing the drum was entirely a
matter of cut-and-try and is nott believed to bo sufhcicntly
pertinent La present in this paper.

The drum was forged to a shape providing %inch of excws
metal all around, then machined. The matcrird was 14S-T
aluminum alloy, having a yield strws of 05,OOOpounds per
square inch. The.calculated maximum stress at the opcr-
sting speed. of 6500 rpm is approximately 7000 “pounds
per square inch. The calculated speed for yidd of the drum.
,material is therefore about 18,000 rpm or shout 110,000
frames per second.—
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PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS OF CAMERA

Figure 14 is a photograph of the entire camera, stand, and
electrical control box. The cast armor-steel drum housing,
the dwect-current., direct-connected driving motor, and the
tachometer magneto are bolted to a st.ructural steel frmne-
work, which is laid inside a Iarger structural steel framework.
The larger structural steel framework is welded to the legs
amd leg brats, thus forming a rigid stsnd. Positioning
bolts are provided in the outer structural steel framework,
the inner ends of the bolts seating against the inner struc-
tural steel framework. The positioning bolts are used for
the iiner adjustments of camera position and orientation.

The shutter shown in &ure 14 is of the conwmtiomd type.
It covers up the objective lens so that that lens cannot be
seen in the photograph. This shutter is timed to remain
open for a time interval equal to that required for one
complete turn of the rotating drum. Its purpose, of course,
is to prevent the multiple exposure of photographs around
and around the drum on the same b. This shutter is
released by a solenoid, not shown, acting on an electrical
impuke from the engine or other object being photographed.

The tachometer magneto is connected to the driving motor
through 5:1 step-down gears. The output of this ma=gueto
is deLivered to the tachometer -roltmet& on the electrical
control box; the voltmeter is graduated in revolutions per
minute. This tachometer was carefdly calibrated amd
corrections have been applied to the readings so that camera
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speeds reported are believed to be accurate to vrit.hin one-
half of 1 percent.

Current for the direct-current driving motor is supplied
by the motor-generator set halted to the under side of the
outer structural steel framework. The alternating-current
motor of this motor~enerator set operates on a three-phase,
60-oycle, 230-volt supply. The camera-speed control and
starting-current control is by the Ward-Leonard control
system, the field excitation of the direct-current generator
being controlled by the rheostat mounted on the electrical
control box. This rheostat is wired as a dropping resistor.
The excitation of the direct-current driving motor is fully _.
maintained at all times. When the camera is started, the
field current of the direct-current generator is cogt~uously
increased at such a rate that its armature current, and the
armature current of the direct-current driving motor, as
shown by the ammeter mounted on the electrical control
box, remains constant at a value equal to 200 or 300 percemt
of the rated full-load current of the driving motor. After the
photograph is taken the camera drum is stopped by regenera-
tive braking, the rheostat again being continuously adjusted
to keep the armature current at a value of 200 or 300 percent
of rated full-load current. The accelerating and decelerating
periods are each about 2X minutes.

Shown in figure 14 is a variable-output voltage transformer,
which is used to control the voltage applied to the light
source used with the cwnera. The conduit to the timing
spark gap shown in the photograph supphs the voltage
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FIGURE 14.—Phot~ph of NACA high-sprcd motion-picture camera with stand and electrical control hx.
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F1OUEE 15.—View Ins[de camera housing &owIng rotathg dIIUQ w]th prLEIUB~d am.

surge for a timing spark that makes a record on the film
such as was used in the investigation of reference 3. In
that investigation this timing spark was used to establish a
chronological relationship between tho events seen on the
high-speed photographic film and the events seen on a
prw.sure-time record of the combustion and knock in an engine
cylinder.

Figure 15 is m view inside the drum housing. The cap-
screws that hold the cover plate to the housing have been
removed ancl the cover plate has been pulled away from
the housing on long bolts inacrted temporarily into the
housing. The film and the. prisms on the inside of the drum
are. plainly visible. A glass element of. the second refocusing
lens may be seen in the bronze holder. The indicated plug
in the housing is removed for focusing operations. A dental
mirror is inserted through the focusing hole and the im~oe
on the film is examined through its reflection in the dental
mirror,

The irmcr side of the cover plate is seen in Qure 16. It
shows the holder for the first refocusing lener c~t integd
with the cover plate; the brorum ho~der for the second
refocusing lens; the timing spark plug; and a,qhield for stray
light, screwed to the holder of the first refocm”ihg.lens. The
bronze holder for the second refocusing lens is fasteied to the
holder for the fist refocusing hms by two capscrews. This
bronze holder is also fastened to the cover pIate with four
capscrews visible in figures 14 and 15. ._The shield for stray
light has a rectangular aperture, not visible in the photo-
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FIOURE16.—lnner side of oamcrn rover phto and lens hoklcr.

graph, just large enough LO allow the light beam to pass
th.rougk_ it from we objective lens to tho glass prisms and
back again from the glass prisms to the refocusing lenses.
This shield is machined on its outer surface in such mannrr
as to approach closely at all points to the surfaces of Lhc
rotating drum, the glass prisms, and the fdm.

Figure 17 is an ex-plodecl view of tho inside of the cover
plate and the elements that am mounted on it. The rc.c-
t angular aperture in the stray-light shield is visible in this
photograph. The first refocusing lcns scrcwe into L11Oholdc~rj
cast integd with the cover plate. The positiou of tho firs L
refocusing lens along the axis BB (see fig. 1) is adjushxl
simply by screwing the lens farther into or out of tlw holdw.
Adjustment of the second refocusing he along the axis
BE is not made in this manner because of the mwesity of
keeping the. optical axis of this lens at an angle of 2° with Lho
axis BE.

The second refocusing lens was so constructed that t.hc
axis of its outer cylindrical metal surfs.co mdws m anglo of
2° with “iTieoptical axis of. the glass elements inside UN lens.
The bronze holder for the second refocusing he has a
cylindrical bore whose ati is BB of figure 1. ThI~ sccomI
refocusing lens slides within the boro of tho lwonzc holdcri
without rotation, in such a manner that Lhc outer cylindrical
metal surface of the lens is concentric with Lhe axis BB but
with the optical axis of the glass e~ements always at m anglo
of 20 with the axis BB. The lens is prevented from rot utillg
within the bronze holder by a dowel projecting inward from
the inner surface of the holder. This dowel fits into a longi-
tudinal slot in the outer surface of the lens, noL visible in
figur~ 17 but visible in figure 18. The lens is adjusted along
the tmis BE of figure 1 by means of the focusing barrel shown
in figure 17. This focusing barrel is screwed onto tlw out-
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..
FIQUEE 17.—Exploded view of Iens ess?mbly and inner dde of camera cover ~Iafe.

side of the second refocusing lefis. ~en Jhe lens is as-
sembled in the holder, the focusing barrel i$”free to rotate
but is constrained axially, on one side by h shoulder ma-
chined inside the bronze holder and on the other side by the
retaining nut shown in figure 17. The retainiig nut is
so-rewed into the bronze holder just far enough to eliminate
asial play of the focusing barrel but not far enough to clamp
the barrel and prevent rotation. Rotation of the barrel
oauses the lens to slide along the tz~is BB of. figure 1.

A photograph of the two refocusing lenses, with the
focusing barrel mount ed on the second refocusing lens,

appears in figure 18. Figure 19 presents a view of the
rot sting drum with prisms and film mounted.
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EXAMPLES OF PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN WITH THE CAMERA flash bulb, of the type that is filled vrith aluminum foiI.
Some of the earliest photographs takem at the rate of The individual photo~aphs, or frames, arc arranged ik

40,000 frames per second in the original try-out of the horizontal rows designs.twl A, B, C, etc. The frames in each
camera arere_produced in figures 20 to 23. They are presented row are designated 1, 2, 3, etc. Throughout the comments
here as an illustration of the quality of pictures taken of on all of these figures individual frames will bo designated
subject mat tw with which most readers are sticiently frame A–1, meaning the first frame of row A; C-7, mwming
familiar to allow them to draw conclusicms. the seventh frame of row C; and so on, The order in which

Figure 20 is a shot of an ordinary photographer’s photo- the frames of figure 20 were e.xposcd is from left to right
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FK?UEE 20.-Shct of combustion of an ordinary photahh bulb taken at 40,0~ [mmes per semnd with the NACA high-8pmd motton.p[cturs mrrrora.
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through row A, hmes A–1 through A-20; then from left to
right through row B, frames B-1 through B-20; and so on to
row R, frames R–1 through R–20. The series contr@s
360 frames in all; only 12 frames were lost in the opefig
and closing of the external shutter.

The flash of the photofl~h bulb is by no means instan-
taneous. The entire series of figure 20 shows only the
earIimt stages of the flash, that is, the period from the be-
ginning of the combustion of the ahuninum foil until the
entire bulb has become incandescent. Slo-iver motion pic-
tures have shown that the duration of the entire flash of the
bulb is approximately 10 times as long as the ptiod covered
by the photographs of figure 20.

Figures 21 and 22 each show the explosion of a Iarge h-
craclwr. The firecracker was set off by a heavy jolt of elec-
trio current through a fine wire threaded from one end of the
flrecrmker to the other. The camera shutter was tripped by
the same electric impik.e that fired the firecracker. In
figure 21, he had already begun to blow out of the ends of
the firecracker at the time the shutter opened at. frame

1 2 3 4 56 7 8
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K-5. The wall of the fhoraoker began to brew and @__ ___
allow flame to escape from the side of the firecracker at
frame B–9, 500 microseconds after the open~g of the shu!- ._
ter. In the 25-mioroseconcl interval between frames B-9
and B-1 O, the flame made very considerable progrw.s out “
through the sides of the firecracker. In frame B-1 O the side
wall may be seen to have ruptured at two points sire@@*
ously. After flame B-1 O the photographs are of very poor
quality because of the ovsdapping of the succwsive frames.
This overlapping could easily have been prevented by mount-
ing a framing screen just in front of the firecracker, between
the firecracker and the camera. The intended use of the
camera, however, was rasearoh on combustion and lmock
in the engine cylinder, and no effort was made to obtain the
best possible photograph of firecrackers. In spite of t~e
overlapping of exposures, a portion of the ilreoracker side-
wall can be seem being blown away from the original position
of the firecracker in frames B-11 to C–12.

SmQke was already issuing from the lower end of the fir-
ecracker at the time of exposure of frame A-1 of figure 22.
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[ Fmvn 2L-Shot ofexplodimg Ilrecreckoc sho.fng sfmultenews ruptnre of side.wed at two wlrm, teken at 40,WLlfmmes per second with the NACA hfgh-weed motkm-pkture eemem.
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Visible flame began to issue from the upper end of the fire-
cracker 100 to 125 microseconds later, frame A–5 or A-6.
About 325 microseconds later, frame B–2 or B-3, flame began
to blow out of the lower end of the firecracker. Flame then
spewed out of both ends of the firecracker for 450 micro-
seconds before the sidewall finally failed at frame C–5.
After frame C-6 or C–7 the photographs are meaningless
partly because of the overlapping of exposures and perhaps
partly because there was actually little detail to bc seen h
the mass of flame and smoke between the firecracker ancl the
camera,

Figure 23 is a photographic shot of a high-grade shutter of
the conventiortal between-the-lems type. TIIc shutter first
began to open at frame A-4-and was completely closed at
frame H-1 5. The total partly open time was therefore

I 2 3 4- 5 678

almost trouble-free service. On one occasion a progressive
deterioration of the deflnit ion of the photographs was found
to be mused by tho unscrewing of an clement of onc of the
refocusing lenses. The unscrcwring of tho clement was
caused by vibration. Provision was subsequently fnado to
lock all elements permanently in position. On a few occa-
sions the film hss become detached from t.hc camera d mm
and torn to shreds. No harm to rmy parL of the cwncra luw
ever resulted from this mishap. A cleaning ou [. of the
camera is, of course, required.

The original adjustment of the first and second refocusing
lenses requires tie attention of m oxperl. Once the wljust-
ment.s are made the ope.mtion of the camera is no more
difficult than the operation of a conventional mmcra.

The general opinion among obscrwm of the motion

~.
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FIGURE %.-Shot of Mgb+pwd camcrn shutter of batweakthehms Gqm, s?t for WOI semnd, taken at 40,W0 frnrnea per nwmd with the NAOA hfgh+@ mottowplcture mmrra.

3275 microseconds, or about half again as much as the
l/5C)0-second interval for which ttho shutter was set. The
shutter was first completely open at frame C-10, and re-
mained completely open through frame F–1 3, an intcrval of

1375 microseconds, or about 70 percent of the l/500-second
interval for which the shutter was set. The equivalent fully
open time of the shutter was probably quite close to the
setting of 1/500 second.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
I

In over 6 years of service, the cameras constructed accord-
ing to the principle described have given dependable and

pictures produced with the camera appears to IN thnL Lhe
quality is good, if full consideration is given LOthe spmd at
which the pictures were taken. The quality has been qu itc
adequate for th~ acienttic purposes for which tho cwnera
has been used. The photographs have uncomycd a con-
siderable amount of new information concerning the phenom-
enon of knock in the spark-ignition ongino.

AIRCRA~ ENGINE RESEARCH LABORATORY,

NATIO~IL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, .Nowrnber G’,19.45.
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